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Presentation
With this book we intend to provide readers with the basic knowledge to correct and balance any
disorders they may currently suffer. Most people, without distinction of sex, race, nationally,
cultural level or social position, are not aware of some mental and emotional disorders that they
might suffer. The kind of disorders we refer to are those that make us feel stress when confronting a
situation, therefore Neo-Kine is a method of emotional and/or mental stress correction.
In this text we will learn very easily the working of a method to correct imbalances in thoughts and
emotions. We will also learn to apply this technique in an efficient way since the very first lesson. In
addition, it is very easy to understand and its simple and graphic explanations make readers to apply
it without somebody else’s help.
Neo-Kine is a method to correct emotional and/or mental stress. It is selfapplied and for that reason, when we learn to use it, we can apply it to
ourselves without the help of other people.
This course will allow us to operate in a general way in order to reduce
stress in people’s daily life and also in specific situations.
That is, it can help to correct a state of anxiety, worries, aggressiveness,
etc. in our daily life, and it also helps us to correct the anxiety, fear,
distress etc. in any specific situation, like for instance, to take an exam, to
perform a public speech, to travel by plane, etc.
The stress correction is done at a mental level, with some easy movements that are controlled in a
simultaneous way by the two brain hemispheres; however, its effects can be felt in an immediate
way at an emotional level, and, in many occasions, they may also be felt at a physical level.
The speed in which the imbalances of situations lived by each person in a conflictive way can be
corrected usually surprises people the first times they make use of this technique.
Once we have learnt how to apply this technique, we can apply it during all our life, to correct stress
situations, as well as to prevent them to show up. Besides, altered emotional states associated to
such situations can be corrected no matter if they happened in the past (even if they happened years
or decades ago), at the present and even in the future. It allows us to prevent future situations yet to
happen and that will be lived in a difficult way (for instance, a job interview).
Within the Neo-Kine I course two balancings (level 1 and level 2) and three exercises (Standing
Cross Circle and Sitting Cross Circled and Cross marching) will be learnt.
With them, we will learn to reduce or to eliminate completely the emotional and mental stress in
almost every situation we may live.
The Balancing of Level 2 allows us to correct emotional and mental stress, and also to get rid of
hidden causes that feed such stress (thoughts and attitudes of which we are not aware or we have
“forgotten”, although
they keep influencing our life).
http://www.neo-kine.com
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Most of the time, these hidden causes in our own conscious are
responsible for certain problems that may have been happening for
a long time (even years), and can never be solved; although we try
hard to find a solution for them.
Neo-Kine I has been based in the use of information and techniques coming from different fields of
complementary therapies. (Kinesiology, Neurolinguistic Programation, and Hemispheric
Integration); and this therapies have been synthesised here in this quick, simple and effective
method.
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How to read this text
This text was written to be handled to the Neo-Kine I students, as a text book which includes the
whole explanations given in the course. It has three different chapters (First, Second and Third part)
and each of them includes the information that is offered in the three sessions in which normally this
course is taught.
Students that attend this course are given a seven-day interval between its
three sessions. What we Intend by this is to give them time to put into
practice everything explained in each session. So in this way, when they
attend the second session they will have had the opportunity to practice what
they had learnt in the first one.
For that reason, we recommend not to read this manual like if it were a tale or
a novel, but to pause after reading each of the two first parts and to practice
what is taught in them.
As a matter of fact, we advice to make one-week pause after reading the First Part of this text and
another similar pause when we finish reading the Second Part. In this week-pause between reading
each part of the text we should practice the proposed exercises of Crossed Circles and Balancing. In
this way we will assimilate better what has been explained.
A statement we usually make to those people who learn Neo-Kine is that this is a technique that
only works when it is applied in a practical way. When we only know its principles and the way to
use them but we never put them into practice, then it doesn’t work at all.
Responsibility
This technique produces changes that can be clearly perceived. It is not a joke.
For that reason it must be clearly stated that each person who decides to apply Neo-Kine does it as a
personal decision under his or her entire responsibility.
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***FIRST PART
Levels of expressions
There is always certain correspondence between laws and the phenomena of several
states of the self and life […]: “Just like up is down; just like down is up”.
The Kybalion. Three Initiates.

We, the human beings, have different kinds of activities, expressions and experiences. They may be
classified in many different ways.
In this book we will considered a classification that is widely accepted in a general way: an area that
will correspond to our physical body, our organism; another area that will correspond to our
emotions, and, at last but not least, an area related to our thoughts and all kind of mental activity.

Mental

To each one of these three aspects we will
call Physical level, Emotional level, and
Mental level.
Therefore we may conclude that human
beings are formed not only by their body but
also by their thoughts and emotions. These
three levels of expression in the human
beings are related among them.

Emotional

Physical

For that reason, it is impossible to separate one part of the human being from the other two. In this
way, when a person is ill (in his/her physical body) this situation can not be isolated from his/her
mental or emotional states.
The states of balance (health) as well as the states of imbalance (illness) are “contaminated” between
them in the physical, emotional and mental states of each person. It is for that reason that, when
somebody tells us , “I am all right,… the only thing that bothers me is that at night I cannot sleep
quite well”, it makes the above statement to be something questionable, since this imbalance in one
function of the body reflects other imbalances in the emotions or in the mind.
However, many people only are able to notice some imbalance in their physical bodies, since they
are not so familiarised with the perception of this states in their emotions or in their thoughts.
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Currently there is a great acceptance for alternative medicine and we think that also for western
medicine, confirming the existence of the relationship between emotions, thought and health of the
organism.
We will start from a point we consider basic to understand the
purpose of this book. For an imbalance (for instance, a physical
illness) to be present in any or the three levels we are considering
(physical, emotional or mental), it also has to be present in the other
two levels. So that, a state of sadness and melancholy, which is an
emotional imbalance, will produce an alteration in the functioning
of the physical body and the mental activity.
Actually, this happens continuously and we will recognize it very
easily if we remember any moment in which we had those
emotional states; our body response to any movement was quite
poor and we performed them with no vitality, on the other hand, our mind had some difficulties to
think clearly and probably it was immersed in some kind of obsessive thought.
The same happens when we feel a great worry (that is an imbalance that affects mainly to the mental
processes). Our emotions become altered and we try to avoid any emotional exchange with people
with whom we usually have, and enjoy, an easy communication (our family, our partner, etc.) and in
addition to this, our appetite, digestions and sleep (related to the physical level) are usually altered
by this situation.
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Balance and imbalance

Any habit requires that all of its parts work properly. If any of these parts disappears, the
habit is destroyed.
La Rueda del Tiempo (quoting El Segundo Anillo de Poder). Carlos Castañeda.
When we talk about “balance”, we refer to a correct functioning, free of any alteration. This happens
in the physical body as well as for the emotions and thoughts.
We use the word “imbalance” to refer to an altered functioning.
This imbalance state may be present in any of the three
levels (physical, emotional or mental) that each person
has.
When the physical body is “balanced” it works properly
and there is “health”.
When it is “imbalanced” it does not work properly in
some aspects and “illness” or lack of heath appears.
The emotions are balanced when they are expressed in a natural way and when there is not any
important excess or a considerable lack of any or several of them. When the emotions are not
expressed because they are blocked, or when several of them are present with an excessive or
insufficient intensity, we can say that there is an emotional “imbalance”.
If the mental processes are carried in a normal way, if there is an easy understanding of everything
that surrounds us in our lives, creative solutions may be found for those challenges that appear in
our daily life and if there is some ease to communicate and to understand other people, then there is
a “balance” at the mental level.
An “imbalance” at the mental level may be found in the difficulties of understanding, of
communication and of agreement with other people, in the difficulty for reasoning, in the worries,
obsessions, in the difficulty to understand and accept what happens in our lives, etc.
The imbalances (may be physical, emotional or mental) have much to do with was it is called stress.
The main aim of this book is to teach a method that will allow us to correct in a specific way the
response to the stress we experience in certain situations and, in a general way, in our life.
Such stress correction will take place at the mental level.
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However, as it has been stated above about the interrelation between the different levels, physical,
emotional and mental, if we succeed in correcting any imbalance present in one of those three
levels, that correction will help to correct any imbalance that may be present in the other two levels.
We can imagine an imbalance to be a three-legged table. Each of the legs represents the imbalance
at the three different levels: physical, emotional and mental. The imbalance, represented by the
table, is kept because it leans on its legs
But if we get rid of the imbalance at any of
these three levels, that leg of the table will
disappear and, with it, the table (the
imbalance) will fell down since it can not be
held only by two legs.
For that reason, emotional imbalances in
specific situations can be usually corrected
when this technique is applied (that operates at a metal level); and it is common that improvements
occur in an easier way in those physical imbalances related to the situation that has been corrected.
Here we include a personal experience of one of our students (The text between brackets is ours).
Another thing that I could balance was my headaches, lately they were so continuous that I
suffered more than two every month, and they left me with no strength to do anything,
completely handicapped for two or three days, it certainly was something serious. Well,
since put into practice what I had learnt in the course I have never had any of those terrible
headaches and this happens more that two months ago.
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Personal levels and time for balancing
Healing has absolutely nothing to do with time, I was told, and both, health and
illness appear in a blink.
Marlo Morgan. Las Voces del Desierto (Voices from the Desert).
The imbalance that someone suffers, at a physical, emotional or mental level, when are not
corrected, affects to the other levels, and, finally, all the levels in that person (physical, emotional
and mental) will be affected.
To correct an imbalance when it is present at several levels (physical, emotional and mental) could
be done by starting at any one of these three levels. If the imbalance can be corrected completely at
one level, such a correction will affect in a positive way to the other two levels and it will provoke
the complete correction of the imbalance or, at least, a reduction of its presence at the other levels.
Among the physical, emotional and mental levels,
the physical level is the one that can be considered
more “specific” (it can be sensed in a physical way)
and steady (its changes require more time; for
instance the changing of the body weight).
While the mental level is the most subtle and
adaptable, because it can change in a faster way; The
emotional level is situated at an intermediate
position in relation with the two extremes specificsubtle and stable-changing.
When a change at the physical level takes place, the
stability of this level makes this change to be a
lasting one. At the same time, to reach this change
we need time.
For instance, to lose weight in an effective way, by
following a diet, requires several weeks or even
months. Even a radical diet, like for example
therapeutic fasting, needs several days to show their
positive effects.
At the emotional level, the changes are quicker and, when they take place, a few hours or even a
shorter period of time is enough to feel the positive effects.
The mental level, being the quickest, needs only a few minutes to provoke some effective changes.
Neo-Kine has repercussion at the mental level; for that reason its effects are quite quick to show.
The quickness in the changes brings about a certain difficulty for assimilating in a conscious way
what is happening at that moment. Sometimes, people who feel the effects of this balancing have
some difficulty to understand what has happened to them.
http://www.neo-kine.com
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Sometimes, even they resist accepting that, only by applying the Neo-Kine Technique, they have
been able to correct their “problem” in a few minutes, when they have been suffering it for weeks,
months or even years.
Once, we treat a patient using this technique. We helped him to correct the stress problem
he had; when the session finished the gentleman left.
We had a second session and, he commented sincerely, that when he left after the first
session he felt as if he had been cheated, since he could not understand the relation between
his problems and the “foolish things” we had asked him to perform (moving his legs, his
arms, his eyes)
Probably, when he experienced again the same situation or problem that had brought him
into my office for the first time, he understood that everything had improved, and that, the
“foolish things” he performed in the first session have some relation with these changes.
We can suppose that there is a person who suffers an imbalance that is present at his or her physical,
emotional and mental levels.
We can imagine, this imbalance, like if it were a ball that
has a long shape and its walls have different thickness in
each of the three layers that makes it. Each of the
different layers corresponds to each of the levels,
physical, emotional and mental.
Since the ball represents an imbalance for the person, the
return to the balance (health) requires puncturing the ball
in order to deflate it.
We can puncture the ball in each of the three layers.
Each of them has its own thickness and, for that reason,
it will oppose a different resistance.
The layer we can puncture more easily is the thinnest
one (the mental level), the one that we should have more
difficulty when puncturing it is the thickest one (the physical level) and the layer of intermediate
thickness will offer an intermediate resistance (the emotional level).
By this we do not mean that a technique that acts upon the mental level is more appropriate than
other that acts upon the physical or emotional level. What seems quite clear is that depending on the
level in which the therapy takes place; the result will be more or less fast. The change at the mental
level is quick, at the emotional level is intermediate and at the physical level is less fast.
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Once, when we was explaining this information in a course there was an exchange of
thoughts about the sorts of therapies to be used and the time to perform them.
It was said that the therapeutic fasting was a physical
therapy. Some students had experienced or had some
knowledge about it and, when we asked them how long it
should take to be effective, they said that it should take at
least five days.
One of the students told us that some time before she had
felt emotionally bad for different circumstances that were
taking place in her life. She asked some of her friends to
go out that night. When she was back at home, her mood was balanced and she felt quite
good we asked her how long she had been out with her friends and she said that she has
been out for five hours.
After that we explained that if we apply the Neo-Kine Balancing Level 1, the time for stress
correction is only a little more than five minutes.
Then we took the opportunity for explaining the relation between the time of therapy and the
different application levels: in the physical body, with the therapeutic fasting, five days; at
the emotional level when going out at night five hours, and, at the mental level, with this
technique, five minutes.
Each situation and each person is different, for that reason each case must be studied according to its
own characteristics. Some people react very well to the therapies that act at the physical level, others
at the emotional one and others at the mental one. Therefore, each person had a more natural affinity
to one or other type of technique.
The techniques that act upon the physical and emotional levels are necessary and useful. Sometimes
it is essential to apply them to correct certain imbalances.
As regarding to the Neo-Kine technique, since its aim is to correct the response to stress and its
application requires little time, it can be used as a complement to other types of balancing or therapy
that we be receiving in relation to any imbalance or illness we are suffering.
That is, we can use it to support or to enhance the healing and therapeutic effect that it gets from the
other kinds of therapies (western medicine, acupuncture, homeopathy, massage, muscular
rehabilitation, diet, etc.).
Anyhow, we make special emphasis that the fact mentioned above refers to support other therapies
and not to substitute them.
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Imbalance and area of experience
The balance state and the imbalance state not always can be considered in a general way. For
example, it is possible that the same person can live in a very balanced way a love relationship with
his/her partner and, at the same time, s/he may have many difficulties in his/her relationship with
his/her parents.
Each area of life (friends, work, parents, partner, children, philosophy and religious belief, studies,
hobbies, etc.) is experienced by each person in a different way. For some people work is a great
satisfaction, while for others it is only their duty and they live it as a very unpleasant situation. The
same will happen with other areas of experience in life (friends, children, partner, etc.) and each
people will live them in a different way.
There is always a state of personal balancing that may be considered as an average; however, it can
not be taken as real in all life experiences.
One person may live some of the areas of experience in his or her life with a balancing state while
other people may suffer an imbalance state when confronting the same situation.
At the same time, these imbalances can affect us in a different way: some of
them will affect more to our physical level, others to the emotional level and
others to the mental level.
Maybe, in a specific situation, the person can have some sleeping problems or
an excessive appetite (physical level), while other times what that person feels
is a state of rage or sadness (emotional level) and finally, in some cases a
person may have some difficulty to think clearly and s/he may not be able to
take his mind off one problem.
In each case and in each situation, that person will have a different experience. In some cases s/he
will live those experiences in a natural way; in some other s/he will live the experiences in an altered
or imbalanced way, and they may affect his/her physical body, emotions or mind.
Each person and each situation are quite different, even if we are talking about the same person and
the same situation. The way in which a person lives a particular experience will change while s/he
will assimilate in a natural way those experiences.
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Hemispheric Integration
Singing and the beating of drums are in itself an important part of teaching, since they
balance the activity of both brain hemispheres; in this way we can perceive immediately the
idea that is transmitted to us.
Dhyanny Ywahoo.
Quetzal. February-2002.
The brain is formed by two halves, the right hemispheres and the left one. Both parts are practically
separated except by a bridge of communication among them that is called Callous Body.
Each of the two halves is associated to a series of brain functions and to a certain way of thought.
For instance the right hemisphere is related with a global way of thinking and the left one is
associated with detailed thinking.
The artistic mind is also associated with the
right hemisphere and the scientific one with
the left hemisphere.
At the same time, each hemisphere controls
both movements of each opposite sides of the
body. So, the right hemisphere controls the
movement of the left hand, while the right
hand is controlled by the left hemisphere.
Most people show a tendency to think using
mainly one of the two hemispheres. For
example in our culture it is highly valued the
analytic and logic way of thinking and it is
associated to the left hemisphere.
When a person performs some activities that use mainly one of two brain hemispheres imbalances
start to be created and that favours stress to appear.
The right thing to be balanced is to combine activities that use both brain hemispheres.
The bigger the balance in the activity of the two brain hemispheres of a person the better will be his
or her Hemispheric Integration and therefore, s/he will show a better resistance to stress.
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Hemispheric integration and Stress
There is a basic principle to justify what is done with the Neo-Kine technique:
When the activity of the two brain hemispheres is “levelled”, stress disappears.
Although it is difficult to prove, the results based in the experiences
that we have lived and observed in other people are enough evidence
for that statement.
According to this principle, when a person is under a stress situation, if
s/he performs an exercise that activates both brain hemispheres at the
same time (like controlling the movement of the limbs), the stress is
reduced considerably or it disappears completely.
Those exercises are called Hemispheric Integration exercises and they
are the ones that make both brain hemispheres act together.

Direct stress correction.
In order to be able to use in a better way the possibility to eliminate stress, it would be convenient to
add the capacity to choose from which situation we want to eliminate stress, since each person
usually lives many situations in which s/he experience some stress.
Let’s suppose that stress is fire and that we want to put out that
fire with water.
There are many places burning and we have water. But we need
some system to direct the water to the places on fire. We will
need a hose and pressure to impulse the water towards the focus
the fire.

of

The capacity to direct the water towards the place that we want
will be only obtained using the Stress Test. We will be able to
choose the situation we want to reduce or eliminate stress by
using it.
Continuing with the above example, using the Stress Test would be like having a pressure hose to
direct the flood of water to extinguish the different focus of fire that we have in different places.
Later we will explain what this Stress Test is and in which way we can perform it.

http://www.neo-kine.com
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Activate, mark and eliminate the stress
(…) the brain areas that start working with merely interior verbal exercises are the same
that are activated when these exercises are externalized.
(…) only with the inner representation of a movement the regions that produce that
movement activate themselves.
(…) the inner and outer languages are treated in the same brain areas.
¿Existe el pensamiento sin lenguaje? (Does thinking without language exist?).
Dominique Laplane. Mundo Científico. January-2000.
When making a hemispheric integration exercise, we reduce the stress that a person is living at that
moment and its effects act in a global way.
But maybe we want to reduce the stress of a specific situation; a memory or that of a specific
experience and we may not want to do it in a global way. In this case, we need some method so we
can “direct” the effect of this hemisphere integration exercise towards the stress that produces a
specific situation.
The way to do that consists in reviving that situation and performing the Stress Test.
The same brain areas are activated when
we are living the experience, and when we are remembering it.
Revive means that the person should try to reproduce in her or his mind everything that s/he feels
when s/he lives a stressful situation.

=
REAL EXPERIENCE

REVIVED EXPERIENCE

If we feel a pressure or a shaking of our belly when we live a real situation, we should try to feel the
same sensation when we re-live that situation, and if, for example, it happens in front of a specific
person, we should try to imagine we are in front of that person.
http://www.neo-kine.com
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When reviving this situation, all the “remembered” stress that is associated to that situation will be
activated, therefore it would be like if that person is actually living the same situation again. The
brain considers that the situation (if it is revived in the proper way) is real and reacts like if the
person was actually living it.
Besides, other body parts also react like if the situation were for real; for
instance, tensing the muscles of the jaw, feeling pressure in the stomach,
noticing a cold sweat, increasing the rhythm of heart beats etc.
Everybody reacts in a different way according with the situation.
In that moment, if somebody makes the Stress Test, leave a “mark” en
all the “areas” that at that moment feel the effects of the stress.
This “mark” last a few minutes: it should be something like painting
something with a paint that will disappear after some minutes.
For that reason, if a person performs an exercise of hemispheric integration after that, the integrating
effect of this exercise is directed to all the “areas” with stress that are “marked” reducing or
eliminating the stress.
In this way, the stress of a situation can be reduced or eliminated, although the person is not actually
experiencing it.
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Crossed Circles (sitting)
We cross our leg over the other in a way that the calf can move easily. Any of the positions shown
in the images below are suitable to do the exercise.

These positions are right to do the exercise.
It is possible to do the exercise laying on a bed, a sofa or any
other horizontal surface (a mat, a stretcher, a carpet, etc.).
This is advisable for people that for health reasons are in bed.
Besides, while being in bed, it is possible to do the exercise
under the sheets.
We cross the centre of our body with the opposite arm. Like in the images, use the right arm. The
right hand must remain in the left side of the body.
The left foot and the right hand must move making circles clockwise (as it is shown in the images).
The order in which the exercise must be performed is not important; it could start with the left or
right leg. We have chosen the current explanation to unify the texts with the images.
At the same time, we must do a clockwise movement with our eyes. This will enhance the effect of
this exercise.
A complete circle with our eyes can be done in approximately 15 seconds. However, the movement
with the hand or with our leg is much faster.
The best thing is to
make the movement at the same time that
we breathe
deep and slowly.
http://www.neo-kine.com
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Once we have finished the arm and leg movement, we should do it with the opposite leg and arm.
In total, the exercise should take five minutes.

The important thing of this exercise is that:
The arm and the leg must cross the central axle of the body and must do the
movement in the opposite side of the body.

We move our hand and opposite foot. For example, if we
move the left hand, we move the right leg. To be sure, at the
beginning of the exercise we pay special attention to check if
our thigh and our arm are crossed properly.

We try to do a circular movement with
the hand (wrist joint) and foot (ankle
joint) in the best way possible.
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Hand and foot movement
When performing the hand and foot movement, try to move them in a synchronized way, trying that
they have the same speed and a similar position.
Do the movement softly without any strength; only the necessary to follow the direction of the
movement, both with the hand and with the foot.
About the speed of the movement, it is not necessary to do it very quickly. The speed is less
important than doing the circle properly.
The important movement of our hand is that of the wrist joint. If we move our fingers, make sure
that we also move the wrist joints.

The eyes movement
The eyes movement increases the effect of the Crossed Circles exercise.
It must be done at the same time that we do the sitting or standing Crossed Circles exercises.
Our eyes must move to a lower speed than our arms and legs.
To give an example; we counted the movements of a person that
was doing the exercise of standing Crossed Circles, they were 25
complete circles with the hand and foot while only made one
complete circular movement with the eyes.
This is not a fixed rule, since each person had a personal rhythm
and, while one person can do 18 circular movements with his/her
foot and hand for each complete circle done with the movement
of his/her eyes, other people will need 27; and all those different
rhythms are all right.
The clue that we must always remember is that our eyes must do
much less movements than our foot and hand.
Our eyes will move in a way that:
♦ Our eyes must make a clockwise movement.
♦ Our eyes should make a circle as large as possible and at the same time they should feel
comfortable. Our eyes must not be forced, only we have to reach a point where we can do the
movement in a very easy way.
The approximate time to describe with the eyes a complete circle is 15 seconds.
http://www.neo-kine.com
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Usually, people that start to practice the eye movement learn to do it quickly and in a few sessions
they can perform it very easily. It is strange that the movement be performed correctly in the first
attempts; only by practising we will be able to master the movement.
Sometimes, people have had small problems that can be solved in an easy way:
Problem: Our eyes do not describe clear circles because, when moving, they move in loops.
Solution: Everything observed in the way followed by the eyes movement, must be focused and
seen in a clear way.
That is, we should not look over the things that we
observe and only retain a blurred image of them. What we
must try is to see clearly everything that is in the way we
describe with our eyes.
Having to focus our eyes makes us to reduce the speed of
the eyes movement and, usually, this is good enough to
solve the problem.
Problem: The eyes “jump” in certain points and they pass over the area that is followed by our eyes.
Many times this happens in a specific point of the circular movement of our eyes and it doesn’t
happen in the rest of the path followed by our eyes.
Besides, the situation is repeated in each round that the eyes describe at the same place of the
circular movement.
Solution: it can be solved in the same way we did with the previous problem. Although we must put
special attention in doing the movement very slow when we pass by those parts that the visual path
where the jumping occurs.

Once we have solved all these difficulties, the way we consider the most suitable to observe the path
that follows our eyes (once we have acquire certain ability performing the exercise) is that of
observing in a global way the visual path, without paying attention to details.
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Effects of practising Crossed Circles
To do this exercise produces a decrease or elimination of stress.
It would be convenient to practice it regularly, since it helps to increase the Hemispheric Integration
and, therefore, to prevent the apparition of stress or to eliminate it if we already have it.
If we are altered for any reason, by performing this exercise we will be able
to see how our state improves.
At the same time, when we feel that we are living some overwhelming
circumstances and we are about to trespass the “resistance limit”, it may
just be the moment to pause and put into practice some Crossed Circles to
recover the balance. In this way we anticipate and prevent the appearance
of an imbalance of bigger consequences.
The practice of the Crossed Circles will not produce any problem providing
that it is kept in a reasonable limit or, in other words, in should not be
performed all day long.
In the case we are going through a difficult situation in our life, to practice
more regularly will help us to confront the circumstances that we are living
at the moment in better conditions. For instance, during the week we
should perform the exercises twice a day and leaving one or two days off.
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Crossed Marching
Crossed Marching is an exercise of Hemispheric Integration that it is
very easy to perform.
Although there are many ways to perform it, basically the main idea for
the exercise is that at the same time we should move a hand and the
opposite leg. That is, if we move the left arm, we have to move at the
same time the right leg and if we move the right arm, then we will have
to move the left leg.
An easy way to perform it would be to touch with our hand the opposite
leg when we do the movement.
We also should know that a Hemispheric Integration exercise takes very
little time to be learnt.

To be more efficient, we can perform it adding the eyes movement, the same
explained above when talking about Crossed Circles. But if we do it in this
way, we must take into account that we can lose our balance; that is why, we
should lean our hips on the wall or on a table in order to avoid little
accidents.
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Stress Test
The stress test is based in testing the strength that some leg muscles have. It is usually done while
we are reviving a situation or after having said a statement. In normal conditions, the strength of the
muscles remains the same. And that indicates that there is not stress.
If the statement said by the person or the situation that s/he is reviving produces stress, the strength
in the muscles of the legs decreases. This weakness can be clearly seen sometimes. But other times,
what we perceive is a very slight shaking.

What is it good for?
To test if there is any stress when hearing a sentence, receiving stimulus or reviving a situation.
The stress test detects the stress whether the person is conscious of what s/he is living or s/he is not
conscious at all and believes that s/he lives the situation without stress.
In real life, it is like a “truth machine” (a polygraph), but
much more simple and easy to “use”.
Besides letting us to find out if there is stress or not when
saying a statement or living a situation, the Stress Test really
leaves a “mark” in everything that shows any sign of stress.
That “mark” will only last a few minutes and then will
disappear little by little.
As the Hemispheric Integration exercises reduce or eliminate stress, its effect will concentrate in
what is “marked” as a consequence of the stress. If there is nothing “marked” when we perform the
hemispheric integration exercise, the effect of eliminating the stress act upon the person in a general
way, although there may be something “marked” without the person being aware of it.
The following comment describes a situation in which that happened.
During a course one woman got mad when heard somebody else’s remark, just before
starting the Balancing. (Balancing is a process that we perform to get rid of the stress in a
situation and this will be explained later).
We performed the Balancing and, when we finished we asked the participants about their
experiences.
The lady, that got angry just before starting the exercise, said that her backache has
surprisingly disappeared. She explained that any time she got mad at something her back
started to ache and she also said that what she wanted to correct with the balancing exercise
was not her backache but something else.
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The explanation we supplied was that although she had not
chosen her backache to do the balancing, that pain was present
and therefore, when doing the Stress Test during the Balancing,
that pain had also been marked.
For that reason, when doing the hemispheric integration
exercise, the stress related with that pain disappears and the
physical symptoms too.
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The Stress Test and the Unconscious Mind
The best way to do it consists in analysing the problem in all its possible aspects and
bear in mind, even the possibility that we may not wish to solve the problem in an
unconscious way (that happens more often that we imagine).
El Gran Libro de los Sueños. Emilio Salas.
The Stress Test is a technique through with we can get information of the unconscious mind. For
this, we only need to say a statement and after that to perform the Stress Test. If the response of the
leg muscles is normal (that is, they keep the strength); this shows that our thoughts, in the conscious
and unconscious part of our mind, agree with that statement. However, if the strength of our legs
muscles weakens, that shows that our thoughts, in the conscious and/or unconscious part of our
mind, disagree with that statement.
Many times, we say a statement that we consider to be truth and, the response that we get through
the Stress Test, when our leg muscles weaken shows that there is a part of our mind that disagrees
with that statement.
For some people it is very difficult to accept that possibility.
A very characteristic case is that of people who have suffered an illness for
many years. It is possible that, when saying the statement “I want to get rid
of this illness” the response they get shows that one part of his mind
disagrees with that aim.
I think this can be found in ill people much more often that we think. Although those people
consciously are not aware of it.
On one occasion a lady known to us attended one lecture on Neo-Kine. We knew she had
problems for getting pregnant. She participated as a volunteer to do a demonstration on
balancing.
As we have previously have talked to her about her difficulty for
becoming pregnant (she had done several attempts of artificial
fertilization without success), we asked her to revive how she felt
that situation and then we did the balancing.
We detected some unconscious thoughts that showed that “she did
not want to become pregnant” and that “she could not get
pregnant” and those were corrected while doing our balancing.
Later she would inform us that she got pregnant in the next attempt
of artificial insemination.
http://www.neo-kine.com
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Attitude towards the Stress Test
The limb movements may be conscious or reflex.
The conscious ones are guided by the person’s will. The
reflex ones (like withdrawing the hand when feeling a
sharp pain) are not controlled by the person’s will.
When performing the Stress Test, what we intend is that
the strength or weakness of the muscles of our thighs
will not be controlled by our will.
If we choose or influence our muscles responses, what
we get is the response that we expected and/or wished.
And that response will not let us discover what is
happening in our unconscious mind, since that response
is in accordance with our conscious thoughts.
The best thing is that we only behave as an observer of the results, without getting involved in the
response, which may be strong or weak. In this way, we will get responses that will show us what is
happening in our unconscious mind, … and probably we will get more than a surprise.
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Performing the Stress Test
To perform the Stress Test we should take this position.

Sitting. We try to sit on the chair or coach edge, leaning
only our hips so our thighs can move more freely.

Legs: We should position our feet in a parallel way, with a
separation similar to the width of our hips, leaning on the
ground and with our heels slightly forward in relation to our
knees.
The gap between our knees and the gap between our feet must
be approximately similar to the width of our hips.

Hands: the palms of our hands must be close to our thighs. The
fingertips of the index finger, middle finger and ring finger of
each hand must touch the prominence at the end of the tight bone
(The femur).
In the Stress Test we test the resistance of the tights to the fingers pressure. So:
We press during 1 or 2 seconds. The increase or decrease of the pressure must be done in a
progressive way, we avoid doing it in a quick and sudden way.
We make a resistance with our tight muscles so that keeps its intensity, that is, we do not increase or
decrease the strength.
We keep our knees at the same distance, and, when resisting the pressure of our hand fingers, we do
not do a movement that cause them to separate. Only if the tight muscles weaken, the knees will
move slightly getting closer together or they will show a slight shaking.
We take into consideration that the legs muscles are much stronger than those of the arms. For that
reason, we should do a medium or strong pressure with our hand fingers.
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Preparation to perform the Stress Test
The steps we describe below should be done each time when beginning the Stress Test. In the case
that we perform such test several times, it will be only necessary to perform these steps once, at the
beginning.
Steps to follow:
We should take the position: Sitting, our legs in position and our
hand in our tights.
We should look to something neutral (like the wall, the floor, etc.).
Then we should try not to think about anything specific and we
should perform the Stress Test. We should feel the natural
resistance of our tights.
We should think about a false statement, and then we should
perform the Stress Test. A false statement could be “It is night
time” (if it is daytime), or maybe, “Today is Monday” (if it is
another day of the week).
We should think about a true statement and immediately after we
should perform the Stress Test.
In Normal condition, our muscles:
They will give a natural response (that is, they will keep their strength and the knees will not move)
when it is a true statement.
They will ease off (they will weaken slightly or the knees will show a slight trembling) when the
statement produce any stress (because it is false).
In the case that we can not perceive very clearly if our tights ease off or keep firm, we should not
worry, since the effect of Balancing remains. The two Balancing (Level 1 and Level 2) of this
course are quite effective although they may be done by a person unable to distinguish the different
muscle responses.
After doing the Preparation for the Stress Test, we are in a proper condition to perceive in a better
way if, when performing the Stress Test, there is or there isn’t any stress.
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The Balancing
The Balancing is a process that has as an objective to eliminate stress of any life situation that make
cause us any kind of alteration (anxiety, fear, rage, displeasure, aggressiveness, sadness, etc.)
In this process several steps take place. These steps include performing the Stress Test to the
situation we try to balance and performing a hemispheric integration exercise although some other
things also must be done.
The phases of balancing are:
• Personal preparation.
• To mark the stress of the situation to be balanced.
• Correction: Perform the hemispheric integration exercise in order to
correct the marked stress.
• Check if there is any stress in the situation to be balanced.
The personal preparation consists of:
•

•

We should drink a glass of water. Many people are usually little hydrated and that lack of
water in their organism makes them less resistant to stress. Usually, when a person has
experienced a traumatic or stressing situation, as an immediate remedy we will offer some
water.
In case we are altered by any reason (worry, nervousness, tiredness, etc.), we should perform
a hemispheric integration exercise (like Crossed Marching or Crossed Circles)

We must do this in order to start the Balancing having a good level of hemispheric integration.
Both to mark the stress (point 3) and to check if there is any stress (point 5), we must start by doing
the preparation for the Stress Test, then we revive the situation that we are to balance and, at that
moment, we do the Stress Test.
In point 3 we intend to mark the stress that shows when the situation is revived.
In point 5 what we look for is:
1. Consciously: check if there is any stress when we are reviving the situation.
2. Unconsciously: notice that the stress of the situation has been reduced or completely
disappeared.
The above text explains mainly the Balancing Level 1, that is, the easier of the two balancing that
we explain in this course.
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Outline for a Balancing of Level 1

PERSONAL
PREAPARATION

WE SHOULD MARK THE
STRESS OF THE SITUATION
TO BALANCE

CORRECTION
(Crossed Cirles or other)

WE SHOULD CHECK THE
STRESS OF THE SITUATION TO
BALANCE
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Balancing: (level 1)

1.

We drink a glass of water.

2.

If we think it is necessary (because of tiredness, nervousness or some
other reason), we should perform the Crossed Marching or Crossed
Circle exercise.

3.

We should do the preparation to perform the
Stress Test.
We revive the situation and perform the Stress
Test.

4.

5.

We perform the Crossed Circles exercise.

We should do the preparation to perform the Stress
Test.
We should revive the situation and perform the
Stress Test.
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Why should we limit the practice of Balancing?
In this night time (…) it is when (…) the endogenous defensive energies make a
repairing action of all the daytime weakening.
Acupuntura. Fundamentos de Bioenergética. A. Carlos Nogueira Pérez.
While we sleep, our brain takes time to put in order all our system: actualize the
information retained, establishes linking between several memories and gets rid of
those that it considers unnecessary.
El Guardián de los Recuerdos. Magazine (21-July-2002).
The reason to advise a limit to the number of Balancing we should perform is because each time that
we perform a Balancing, we experience several internal changes that affect our thoughts and, in an
indirect way, our emotions and our physical body.
We will need mental, emotional and physical readjusting, to get used to this changes.
This readjusting needs some time to be completed. During that time, we
must not try to perform more Balancings, since they will produce in us
new changes before the previous ones have been assimilated properly.
While the readjusting is taking place, we will experience some tiredness,
anxiety or tension in a more or less evident way that will disappear in the
moment in which those changes will be completely assimilated.
To assimilate those changes, it is better to sleep. For that reason, a while
before going to bed at night, or taking a nap in the afternoon, it is a good
moment to perform a Balancing.
Usually the changes provoked by a Balancing go unnoticed; sometimes, they are slightly noticed
and in a few occasions they are quite intense. As we will not be able to anticipate the scope of the
change that will be produced after performing a Balancing, we should be very cautious.
Perform the Balancing when we do not have any further appointments; then, if an important
readjusting takes place, we will be able to assimilate it while we sleep, instead of doing it while we
are busy with those appointments.
Each person usually has some symptom that repeat after performing a Balancing and, usually, they
may differ from one person to another. However, everybody has in common the experience that,
after sleeping, those symptoms are highly reduced or completely disappear.
And the symptom that almost everybody has is that they feel the need of sleeping.
This experience was transmitted to us by a student that took the course Neo-Kine II
http://www.neo-kine.com
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When I finish performing the first Balancing I felt that my mind was tired and I was
sleepy.
The next day, I spend the whole morning with a giddy head and I
had some difficulties to concentrate in intellectual tasks, besides I
felt like not doing any effort and quite indolent.
I rest by taking a nap after lunch, something that I had not done
since many month ago.

It is important to take into account the following
•

The inner readjustment that take place after performing a balancing could last several hours
or several days and it could be difficult to notice if it has been completed.

•

We should bear in mind that from the two balancings of this course. The one of Level II will
carry out “deeper” changes and for that reason, when we perform such balancing we should
allow more time to adapt to those changes.

•

Sleeping is very important. But it is possible we should sleep more hours in the following
days and not only a few hours the next night we have performed a balancing.

•

We suggest respecting the performing frequency for balancings advised in the course.
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THE RETURN TO BALANCE
When using the word “Balance” in this first part of the text, we consider it to have the same
meaning as the word “Health”.
Giving to health an integral sense; physical body health, emotional health and mind health.
Imagine that the state of health of a person, can be located in point on a line and in one end of this
line we find the complete balancing (health)
On the other end we may find the complete Imbalance (lack of Health)

A person must always be in a specific point of that imaginary line, and never will be on the ends of
the line. Although, depending on his/her way of life, diet, the kind of exercise s/he does etc. may be
more or less close to one of the two ends.
In the previous graph, it is represented what we have already mentioned. We must have into account
that the discontinuous lines at the ends of the lines shows that the line continues.
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The wider parts of the lines symbolize that the person is having some symptoms that show a lack of
health (like insomnia). The thinner brush strokes show that the person does not have any symptoms
of lack of health.
Then, let’s imagine somebody “standing” at the point A in relation to his/her health state.
This person begins to live in a way that produces a distortion of his or her Balancing, since s/he
works more hours than usual, s/he also sleeps less hours than usual, the quality of his/her diet has
become worse as a consequence that s/he eats at work only “junk food”, s/he has also started to
smoke and it is usual that s/he ends up drinking after work.
During a while, it does not seem that all the above causes him/her any problems, but his/her
situation in the graph line moves towards Imbalance, until s/he reaches the area of heartburn.
During a few days s/he feels this indisposition and after visiting someone who advises him/her about
his/her problem, s/he takes some product to eliminate the heartburn (symptoms). That person thinks
to have recovered his health since the indisposition has already disappeared. However, the product
that s/he took was only useful for getting rid of the “heartburn” symptoms s/he suffered, not to cure
the causes.
For that reason, without that person being conscious of having a problem, his/her movements in the
health line moves towards Imbalance and, from being at the beginning in Point A now it is situated
at point B.
As the symptoms have disappeared, the person thinks that s/he is “healthy”
again and continues with his/her new life habits. But, after a few weeks, s/he
starts having headaches.
The process is repeated again, s/he takes a product that eliminates the
symptoms, and the person thinking that s/he is already “cured” continue with
his/her life habits.
Now s/he is at the point C on the health line and keeps moving towards
Imbalance.
After several other circumstances, the person passes through the points D, E, and F. When s/he
reaches point F s/he decides to change his/her life habits, trying to work less, rest more, taking a
balanced diet, not smoking, avoid drinking alcohol, to practice physical exercise, etc. In this way,
the previous “movement” towards Imbalance reverse and goes towards the Balance, health.
Starting from Point F towards Balance, s/he must pass through points E, D, C, B, A and s/he keeps
“getting closer” to the Balance, health. In its journey s/he will find all those symptoms that s/he
suffered previously, but in a reversed order (exhaustion, crisis of anxiety, insomnia, headache,
heartburn).
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In his/her “way back” to health, that person will suffer again all the symptoms mentioned above;
with the peculiarity that s/he will live them again very intensely, although during a shorter period of
time.
The appearance of such symptoms that seem to belong to the “past” reflects a real healing process.
That is, that the symptoms are not only being hidden (only apparent healing), but they are correcting
the causes that made them start.
We include this explanation in the course text because it is possible that we start feeling
indisposition or imbalance (they may be physical, emotional or mental), when performing the NeoKine Balancing exercises. If this happens to us , we should try to remember if in the more or less far
past we suffered a similar situation or those symptoms that now make us to feel bad.
If that was the case, we observe how long do these symptoms last. Probably they only last for a few
hours or a few days and then will disappeared as unexpectedly as they appeared.
Below we include a text with one of our student’s experiences (the
words between brackets are ours).
As a symptom worth to point out, I remember when you said (…),
because a few days later I suffered a terrible heartburn like those
that I used to suffered long ago. One morning unexpectedly I felt
a heartburn that lasted for two hours and it did not get better in
spite of taking two pills [heartburn pills]. Then I remembered
that in a moment in the past I had felt the same symptom and it
had bothered me during a long period of time.
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Advised Exercises when finishing the First Part.

Crossed Circles

Balancing

We can do it once a day.

We should perform 1 or 2 a week

If we want to do it everyday, it would be
convenient to rest at least one day a week.
This should be done in order to avoid
getting tired because of the routine.

(This recommendation is for balancing
level I ).
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Write down the balancings performed
It is interesting to keep a record of the balancings we have performed.
When the time goes by it is possible we perform hundreds of balancings and it
is possible that we want to check when we did a particular balancing, for
example, to check if the effects are kept or we are living again the same
situation with the same stress we felt before.
For this we only need to have a notebook or some paper sheet where to write
down the situation or goal we are balancing and the date in which we do it.
Besides, we can include comments about the effects we have felt, how we have
lived the situation after etc.
On the following page we include a form model to record data of each balancing. We can print it out
to record our Balancings.
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Sheet to write down all the Balancings performed
Sheet #............
Situation or goal balanced – Comments
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*** SECOND PART
Crossed Circles (standing)
This exercise is a variant of Crossed Circles sitting. It is done while we are standing and moving our
hip and shoulders. It consists of moving one leg and one arm of opposite sides: left arm and right
leg, right arm and left leg.
It is differentiated from sitting Crossed Circles because the position is not fixed during all the
exercise, but we have to put the arm and leg we are moving in different positions. There are 3
positions to draw the circles with the limbs we are moving: in its (left or right) side, in the middle
and in the opposite side.
While doing the exercise, it is more comfortable to look for a support with the arm we are not
moving. It is also easier if we lean our hip on the wall, a table, or the back of a chair or armchair.
This is the best way to avoid leaning all the weight over a foot for several minutes.
Before we start, we imagine that on the floor, just
between our feet, there is a line that separates the
left half of our body from the right half.
This is important to visualise because in the
different phases of this exercise, the arm and leg
that are moving will perform the movement in one
side of the line, taking into account the centre of
the movement.
While performing the exercise, we must not use
all our strength in it, or doing it with quick
movements. We should not raise much our leg, or
our arm.
The most important thing is trying to draw the circular movement properly; both with our arm and
with our leg. The articulations that we should move are our hip and our shoulders.
We should try, while we move our hand and leg, to have the same speed with both. In this way the
movement will be synchronised and “unifying”.
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How we should perform it
Lean on our right leg and left arm in order to keep our balance better. Then we will move our left
leg and our right arm.
It is not important to begin in this way; we can do it on the opposite way.
1st PART:
First Phase:
With our right arm pointing to the floor, we should draw circles clockwise
(as we can see). We must perform the movement with the shoulder
articulation.
We make also clockwise circles with our left leg (they do not need to be
very large). The movement is done with the hip articulation.

Second Phase:
The same arm and the same leg continue making the same circular movement
in the same direction.
Now we have to do the exercise with our arms at the front. In each circle that
we draw with our arm and our leg, half of the movement has to be performed
with the right side of the body and the other half with the left side.

Third Phase:
The same arm and the same leg continue doing the same circular
movement in the same direction.
Now the leg and the arm make the movement in the opposite side of
our body.
The right arm is situated in the left side of the body doing the same
circular movements.
The left leg is situated in the right side of the body doing the same
circular movements.
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Fourth Phase:
We have to do the same movements than in the Second Phase.
Fifth Phase:
We have to do the same movements than in the First Phase.
2nd PART:
Now we do again the 5 phases of the exercise moving the opposite arm and leg to the ones of the 1st
part of the exercise.

The exercise requires leaning all our weight on a foot during two minutes and a
half. That is why it can result a bit difficult for people with delicate ankles
and/or too much weight to be supported by only one leg during that time.
We recommend to lean our hips on the wall, or our buttocks on the back of an
armchair, a chair or on the edge of a table.
In this way we will reduce the weight that our leg should hold and it will be
much easier to perform this exercise.

Duration:
Each phase should last half minute so the whole exercise can last 5 minutes.
However it can last more or less time and work properly. These 5 minutes is a
referential time.
We adjust the duration of the eye movements so that we can perform the
movements in the suggested time.
We suggest making just one round with our eyes, in order not to pay attention to the number of
rounds we have to do with our eyes, arms and legs.
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The Self-Sabotage
The conscious and unconscious parts of the mind
Man is the only animal that deceives himself.
Heard on the radio. Unknown author.
The house was an altar with a choir of ten thousand big, small, helpful, kind acolytes.
But the gods had disappeared and the rites went on foolish and useless.
Crónicas marcianas. Ray Bradbury.
When someone thinks, reflects, remembers, imagines, etc., s/he has the idea that all mental
processes are supervised by his/her conscience; the same occurs when we act, for example, moving,
talking, mixing with people, etc.
However, for a good observer, it is possible to perceive that many
times some people think that are doing one thing, and what they
are actually doing is the opposite.
The cause of this could be understood if we accept that a part of
our mind works without us being conscious of it. In other words,
there are certain mental processes that we carry out without being
conscious of it, and without being influenced by our will.
We have called this part of the mind that is not under control:
“non-conscious mind”.
Most of our mental, physical, social, etc., actions are produced in, or influenced by the nonconscious mind. However, we will not perceive consciously that it occurs. In that hidden part of our
mind, there are stored a lot of thoughts, memories, attitudes, wishes, behaviour rules, etc. Most of
them favour our natural development as a person and our expression in life. It could be said that they
“help us to live better”.
Although some other put a limit, block and make difficult our expression in some situation of our
life. It could be said that “they make difficult a better life”
Those thoughts, attitudes, etc., that influence our natural expression of life, are usually hidden and
well dissimulated so we will not be able to know their existence. They are called “self-sabotage”.
The self-sabotages are the result of learning or attitudes developed in a past phase of our life, that
currently lack of meaning and usefulness, or simply just cause us problems or difficulties.
We can consider some thoughts or attitudes, etc., as “out of place” because the person is living
totally different circumstances, because s/he has changed his/her way of acting and beliefs.
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One student told us once that, as a child, he used to avoid exams pretending
to be ill.
As an adult, he took an exam to get a job (there was a very difficult physical
test). Three days before the exam, his temperature got high without an
apparent cause. He associated this fact to what he used to do when he was a
child and did not want to go to an exam.
We should not associate the word sabotage with sudden situations or important changes, because
this sabotage is done in an apparently “justified”, “logic” and “reasonable” manner.
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Characteristics of the Self-Sabotages
Prejudices dominate us, through the unconscious, influencing directly our behaviour.
Arnd Florack and Martin Scarabis. Los Prejuicios (The prejudices).
Mente y Cerebro, nº 8, 2004.
The self-sabotages have several peculiarities that are worth knowing. Here we include some we
think are important.
1/ They are “located” in the non-conscious mind. The person does not know their existence.
2/ They are an imbalance in themselves since if they are activated with the Stress Test and a
Hemispheric Integration exercise is made, their effect is reduced or disappeared.
3/ Their activity provokes stress and they limit the experiences that can be lived and
assimilated by the person.
4/ They resist the passing of time. In other words, they are not healed “by time”.
5/ They apparently act in a justified way. If we pay attention, we will notice that sometimes
they make little mistakes that show them up.
6/ We will be able to correct them if they show up.
7/ One of their weak points is that they always do the same thing.
A man who attended this course was lying on his
bed or sofa. He was off that afternoon, so he decided
to do some kind of activity.
He decided to make a balancing in the free time he
had.
However, in that very moment, he thought “I will
not be able to do it, because I don’t have time (I’m
very busy)”.
That’s the way the self-sabotage showed up since he always had to sabotage any
attempt to do a Balancing activity. Due to the fact that he always did the same, he
was not able to “recognise” that it was not the moment to act; because it was not the
moment to say “there was not time”.
That’s how this man realized that this self-sabotage existed in his non-conscious
mind.
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8/ They do not distinguish the difference between what we really live and what is imaginary,
like a verbal statement (that may be a trap to show it up).
Although self-sabotages are not recognised consciously, sometimes they are unexpectedly
made consciously for a little time.
It seems as if, all of a sudden, a crack in the “wall” that separates the conscious part and the
unconscious part of the brain was opened, and it was possible to recognise some normally
inaccessible thoughts to the conscience.
If this happens we will be surprised because those unconscious thoughts can be different
from those conscious ones that we have on any topic or matter.
It would be quite convenient to write down that thought on a paper so that we do not forget
it. We already know that the “paper” has a wonderful memory (if it doesn’t get lost).
These thoughts can be balanced. We can find more information on this matter in the section
“Goals” of this text.
A man, who used to practice Neo-Kine, had had
many problems in his love relationship and was
separated. While he was watching a film on TV in
which a woman was mistreating a man, suddenly a
thought came to his mind: “I wish I had a woman
who mistreated me”.
At first he was surprised because was could not
recognize this attitude as his.
He took concentrated on that thought and then he
balanced it using a Goal.
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Self-sabotages and personal change
Prejudices (…) it should be better to eradicate those mental models. It is not
something easy, since they have the peculiarity of opposing obstinately to any
change.
Arnd Florack and Martin Scarabis. Los Prejuicios (The prejudices).
Mente y Cerebro, nº 8, 2004.
Any change that leads to a person’s maturity brings a transformation of thoughts, attitudes, etc. and,
therefore certain norms of behaviour and the ideas associated to them will vanish.
That’s why, during that changing process, many self-sabotage
thoughts are “recycled” or “removed”(in a way that they will not
influence any more that person’s thinking).
Thoughts can be considered as cartoon characters who try to survive
at any rate. What is important for them is their survival and, in the
case that their existence causes problems or inconveniences, it is
considered to be secondary. For that reason they will try to continue
their existence and will resist any change. Any attempt to modify the
situation that the person lives in order to improve will be sabotaged
by these thoughts (in their “fight” to maintain their “integrity”).
The difficulties our students usually have when practising Crossed Circles (5 minutes) and
Balancings (8 to 10 minutes) are a good example of what we have said previously. The reasons for
not practising them are that they do not have time or they are too busy or tired to even try. We try to
make them realise that this resistance is not something logic, since they dedicate much more time to
other activities like for example watching television.
The cause of this difficulty is usually associated with those non-conscious resistances produced in
any person’s maturing process. And this happens with any other process that favours change and
personal maturity.
A student who attended the second session of the course told us that she came that day
because she had to bring two people in her car. If it had not been for these two people she
had not come because she was too tired.
At the same time, she explained that her tiredness had not a justified cause, and for sure, it
was motivated by her own resistances.
In fact, while she was explaining this, she recognised that the “tiredness” had disappeared.
---*--A practitioner of this technique who is also acupuncture told us:
A few years ago, I treated a woman who suffered such strong migraines that she usually
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needed two days in bed to recover.
When she had already attended several sessions, she
came with a very strong headache she could not
neutralize with the medication she usually took. That
meant she would have discomfort and migraine for the
next two days.
After the session, to her surprise, the migraine symptoms
vanished.
I was very glad because the help I offered her had been
effective. So I outlined a plan to continue assisting her in the following sessions.
However, she never came back to my office. Though I did not understand why she left a
treatment that had been effective for her, now I am sure the main reason was her selfsabotages because she understood that her problem could actually be cured.
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Balancing Level 2
Self-Sabotages
Balancing Level 2 is an improvement of Balancing Level 1 and adds the
localization and the elimination of self-sabotages. In order to do this we
have to make a series of statements to check if there is some kind of selfsabotage related to the statement in our mind.
One example is the following statement: “I want to balance this situation.”
If there are thoughts (of both the conscious and non-conscious mind) that
disagree with this statement, there will be a response of the muscles that
will show the existence of stress.
If we make the Stress Test, that stress will be marked.
In this way, we say all the statements and make the Stress Test, pointing out all those thoughts that
disagree with those statements.
The statements we have included are thought to be helpful for us . So, any thought that disagrees
with the statements will cause us damage. This list is not the only one, and we do not intend it to be
the best. It just tries to point out, using a reduced number of statements; the most frequent selfsabotages in order to correct them. We can add or drop out statements from this list. In fact, that is
what we have been doing during years trying to make it much better.

The identity
When someone faces a situation following somebody else’s beliefs, opinions, wishes, etc., s/he is
expressing a problem of identity in that situation.
One of these statements (“In this situation I am myself”) is directed to “point out” any nonconscious thought that “opposes” to that statement in order to correct it.

If we are not able to recognize the result of the stress test.
If this happens to us, we should know that the Level I and Level II balancings continue having the
same efficacy.
If we are not able to recognize the result of the stress tests, we can perform a balancing on this goal.
“I clearly recognize the response of the stress test.” For this we will have to see the goals explained
in the third part of this course.
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Outline of a Level 2 Balancing

PERSONAL
PREPARATION

WE MARK THE STRESS OF THE
SITUATION TO BALANCE

WE SHOULD MARK THE STRESS OF
THE SELF-SABOTAGES IN THE
SITUATION TO BALANCE

CORRECTION
(Crossed Circles or others)

WE SHOULD CHECK THE STRESS OF
THE SELF-SABOTAGES IN THE
SITUATION TO BALANCE

WE SHOULD CHECK THE STRESS OF
THE SITUATION TO BALANCE
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Balancing (Level 2)

1. We should drink a glass of water.
2. [If we think it necessary] we should make Crossed Circles or Crossed

Marching.
3.

We Should make the preparation for the Stress Test.

4.

We Should revive the situation and perform the Stress Test.

5. We should read each statement and perform the Stress tests

(in each one of them).
•
•
•

I want and I am able to balance this situation.
I accept, deserve and wish to balance this situation
I need and think it possible to balance this situation.

•
•
•

I am responsible for what this situation makes me feel.
I know the way to balance this situation.
My circumstances and my time help me to balance this situation

•
•
•

I balance this situation free of any feeling of guilt, learnt or created by me.
I balance this situation free of any emotional alterations.
I live this situation free of any emotional alteration.

•
•
•

My heritage and my education help me to balance this situation.
Balance this situation “here and now”.
The experiences I have lived help me to balance this situation.

•
•

The image and the perception of myself in this situation are balanced.
To fail when doing this situation also benefits me.

6. We should perform Crossed Circles

7. We Should make the preparation for the Stress Test.
8. We should read each statement and perform the Stress tests (in

each one of them).
9. We should revive the situation and perform the Stress Test.
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Situations to Balance.
The important thing to choose a topic or a situation to balance is that such situation makes us feel
stress. Although we may consider it to be “impossible” to “fix” or to live as something natural that
issue or that situation, since it is something we think very difficult to live or although we think it is
normal to live it in that way.
In general, everything that we dislike is a situation that may be balanced. The imbalances or
conflicts that may be balanced are innumerable. Usually the selected issues to balance are situations
that we live in an emotional or mental altered state.
If we have some difficulty to find situations that we may balance, here we will find a list that will
probably help us to recognize some situation that we are living and we can “balance” or, maybe, it
will inspire us some good idea for our life:
To talk or to relate to other it is difficult for us . For example:
- For their authoritarian ways.
- For feeling uncomfortable when we are with that person.
- For thinking ourself inferior or in disadvantage.
- For feeling rage, jealous, fear, annoyance etc. when we are with that person.
Make an activity we dislike or we do not wish to do. For example:
- To do the dishes.
- To study.
- To weak up early.
- To speak in front of a lot of people.
To do certain tasks in our job.
- To wait for somebody who is late.
- To accept our own mistakes.
- To eat something we dislike.
- To drive in a traffic jam.
- To do or receive some specific kind of caresses from our partner.
- To go to the doctor or dentist.
- To travel by plane
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Correct the stress associated to a PAST MEMMORY. For Example:
- The memory of an accident
- The memory of a mistake in our relationships with other
people.
- Some kind of aggression suffered by other people:
- Physical blows (of mates, strangers, relatives, etc.)
- Verbal agression (insults, disqualifications)
- Sexual agression.
- Some traumatic or painful situation for some reason.
- The memory caused by the dead of a dear person.

Eliminate the stress of a FUTURE SITUATION that has not been lived
yet.
- An exam
- To perform a public activity being the centre of attention.
- A test:
- Driving test
- A Job interview
- A sport competition.
- An important inteview with:
- Somebody who will take an important decision for you.
- Somebody we will tell them we love them or a petition.
- To make a trip by plane
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Identify the situation able to be balanced
The list mentioned above is a simple list made with some situations that can appear in our
lives in which the stress response can be corrected.
Some simple way to know what can be “improved” in our life consists in recognize in
ourselves if:
♦ If when we lived that situation we feel altered in some way.
♦ When we live that situation we feel annoyed.
♦ We try to avoid the situation.
♦ We think about that situation very often.
♦ If we also imagine ourselves acting in that situation in a different way we would
act in our normal life.
We should remember that only with imagining and/or reviving that situation or the memory
we have of it, and in that way we could correct the stress response we could have associated
to that experience.
We even can balance situations in which we suffer an unrest or
physical pain. This is applicable to so diverse circumstances as
digestive problems, muscle tension in some part of the body,
headaches, and muscle weakness of some part of our body.
The above mentioned does not ensure that the balancing we perform
will correct our, for example, heartburn in a “miraculous” way.
However, if we can make disappear the stress related with that
heartburn, that headache or any other discomfort.
This will have a favourable repercussion in the physical reestablishment of that part of our
body, even in an indirect way. Remember that the state of mind, the attitude and even, people
beliefs can determine many things in the reestablishment of an illness.
It may seem strange that what is mentioned in the above paragraphs could be real or
efficient. However and, as we do always, we suggest we do it two or three times with
different situations so we can check with our own experience if it is really useful for us.
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Possible effects when performing a balancing
When performing a balancing, an internal change is produced in the way a person thinks. That
change affects directly or indirectly to the mind, the emotions and the body. Besides, it also show
the need to do an inner readjustment to adapt the mind, the emotions and the body to the new
situation.
Such readjustment could be something that goes unnoticed or that could be noticed in a larger or
lesser extent. The intensity with which we feel that adaptation can not be predicted. Although the
symptoms of these adjustments be more or less intense, generally short lasting in time.
There is something we consider important to highlight: when the symptoms go away, the person
feels better than before performing the balancing. In fact, when some student or patient complains of
such symptoms we try to make them understand, that what they have felt is the process of
“expelling” something that they have in their interior, although they were not conscious of it.
For example, a person who, after performing a balancing, feels a deep sadness. In that case, that
person “had” inside him or herself that emotional condition, although s/he was not conscious of that
and after performing the balancing, the symptoms are the sign that it has been partially or totally
eliminated. Besides if the person is asked if s/he remembers having lived in the past a similar
condition (although usually less intense), the answer is usually positive.
Usually, when people establish that relationship and understand the cause of the process they are
living, they understand that is something natural and they have a beneficial effect.
Below we include some effects that we have been able to feel and/or hear from students and patients
when they have used Neo-Kine. We should remember that the normal thing is feeling only a greater
necessity to rest and that it is unusual that these symptoms appear. We do not remember having seen
nobody who has many of those symptoms and the same time.
♦ At the physical level: Headaches, discomfort,...
♦ At a emotional level: altered emotional status more or less intense (anger, anguish, fear,
etc.).
One woman who attended this course, after the first session
and during two or three days felt a deep sadness. When she
told us about it and we asked her if she had felt something
similar in a recent past she told us that it could be related
to the death of her father, that happened not long ago and
she was not allowed to express the intense sadness she felt
at that time.
One gentleman told us that after the first session of this course, when he was
laying on his bed he felt an anger and rage he had never thought could exist inside
himself.
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At the mental level: Difficulty to think clearly, few lucidity, absentmindedness.
A student at this course said that, after having performed it and
during the period of time in which she practised it, she was
completely absent minded. For example, she always the keys she
used.

•It is also usual that the person remembers what s/he dreams more often. Sometimes, those
dreams allow us to understand situations.
A patient who had many problems to sleep because of his allergy told us after
receiving a balancing, he had had a dream that had been quite interesting to
understand some aspects of her life. In his dream, he opened the door of his house
and then the door of the elevator and then he told his father to leave his house. His
parents had separated in his childhood or adolescence and he had lived that
process with a lot of intensity.
A patient commented to us that after performing a balancing, he had started to
remember all her dreams. Before that she had been unable to remember the things
she dreamt.
♦ A greater need for sleeping and resting is usually quite frequent.
♦ It usually appears some forgotten memories from situations lived in a more or less
remote past.
♦ Understand and explain what we live in situation that before we interpreted in a different
way.
A man, who attended a course Neo-Kine l, told us
that for him it was usual to get angry at his
partners.
However after performing a balancing of that
situation he understood that what he really felt was
jealous that he “disguised” as bad mood in an
unconscious way.
•

Yawn more often than we use to.
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Advised Exercises when finishing the Second Part

Crossed Circles

We do it 3 or 6 times a week
We should alternate the exercises so that
we can practice while we are seated or
standing up.

Balancing

We do it once a week.
(This recommendation is for the balancing
Level II

It would be convenient to rest at least one
day a week. In that way we could avoid
getting tired because of routine.
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***THIRD PART
The Goals
Both when moving our hand fingers, or when imagining that they are moving,
a similar brain activity is produced; we supposed that this happens in the brain
activity that we are conscious of as well as the unconscious one.
In a way, when imagining the movement, we are “deceiving” our brain, which
is not able to recognise the difference between the real movements of our
fingers and imagining that such act takes place.
Taking advantage of this “curiosity” of our brain, we can use a similar trick from which we can take
advantage of such confusion. Then, we can introduce information in our brain using a little “trick”.
For doing so, we have to use statements in which we express our aim when doing a Balancing. This
statement is the little “trick” that we intend to do to our brain and it is called GOAL.
If we want to pass an important exam we could use a trick as follows: “I pass the exam of the
subject X”. If we intend to make a public speech, we could use a goal such as: “I speak and express
myself in public in a very natural way”.
However, what do we get when doing that “trick”? We get our brain to react as if it really was living
that situation. Apparently this does not have so much importance, but that reaction takes place in the
one part of our brain whose activity can be recognised in a conscious way and in the unconscious
part or the brain.
And it is precisely that activity that takes place in the unconscious part of our mind the one that we
intend to activate by using that “trick”.
The reason to do so can be explained as follows: due to the fact that those unconscious resistance
that we have about living what we propose in our Goal are “activated” or “react” when this
information is presented (and that the unconscious mind thinks a real experience) and, doing so, they
activate a Stress Response in our organism.
Why does this happen? Because there is a contradiction between what it
is said in that statement, the Goal, and our own ideas, thoughts, beliefs,
etc. that are in our unconscious mind.
The Goals will help us to perform Balancing in a more precise way.
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A Goal Balancing
Since the inner and outer worlds are reflected in each other, the light
process may come from any of them.
Feng-Shui. William Spear.
Balancing a Goal we will be able to balance something we would like to do, to live, to feel, to
perceive, etc., although at this very moment we are not able to achieve any results.
Some examples of this may be: speaking and writing a foreign language, to take an exam feeling
very relaxed, to express our opinion to our employer, show disagreement when discussing
something with a very dear person, play any sport, to do a task we always leave for later, etc.
To do this, it will be enough that we write a sentence showing what we want to achieve; that is, a
Goal.
That goal must have to comply with some conditions:
•We should write it in the present tense what we try to achieve with the goal, like if we were
living, doing, thinking, feeling it at that very moment
For example, if we want to make a public speech: “I speak in public in a very
relaxed way”.
If what we want is to play basketball, the Goal could be: “I play basketball
every week”
•We should write without conditions. That is, we should avoid expressions like “I would
like…” “I wish...” the goal must show that what we wish to achieved has already happened.
•We should avoid the use of negations in any sentence.
If what we want is not to be fat, so the goal should indicate
that we have a balanced weight, instead of denying our
problem of obesity; for instance: “I have the proper weight
for my constitution”.
If what we want is not to be nervous at a job interview, the
Goal should mention that we feel relaxed; for instance: “I do
my job interview with complete self-confidence and I
express myself correctly”.
If what we want to do is to quit smoking, then the following Goals may help
us : “I have finished with my smoking habit”, “I have get over my smoking
habit”, “I am free of my smoking habit”, “I have quitted smoking”, etc.;
although several of these statements are not in the present tense.
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•The Goal should affect only to ourself and we should never look for a change in others.
For example, instead of saying “My boss cease doing bad
criticism about my job” (what implies a change in
another person), the right approach to it should be “I
accept my boss comments about my work without any
bad feelings”.
However, sometimes something inexplicable happens; it is like when if
changing the person internally will produce a change of adaptation outside.
Once a student wrote to me:
The first balancing I performed was in relation to one of my
workmates, who made me feel much stressed and although I tried not
to care about her behaviour most of the time I could not do it. The first
day of my Neo-Kine course I performed a level 1 balancing and I was
completely astonished the next Monday, when I got to work. This
person, who until very recently turned her face away when she met me
in the corridor, came to my office and started talking as if we were old
friends, while I was smiling and listening at the same time I thought I
can’t believe it, I have done nothing for the situation to change… that
is, I didn’t look for it to happen, and I did not try to be nice to her, just
I remain in my place and she was the one who changed her attitude.
•Some Goals should include how often they must be performed.
For instance, if we intend to go regularly to the
countryside, then it should be mentioned in the Goal.
Only saying “I go out to the countryside” may not be
the proper requirement, since doing once every six
month complies with the goal intended, although it
does not fulfil our own wishes. However “I go to the
countryside once or twice a month” complies with our
wishes and the Goal proposed.
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Balancing with Goal (Level 2)

1.

We drink a glass of water.

2.

[If we think it is necessary] we should perform the Crossed Circles exercise.

We should prepare for the Stress Test.
4. We should say the Goal and perform the Stress Test.
3.

5.

We should read each statement and we should perform the Stress Test (in
each one of them):
•
I want and I am able to live this Goal.
•
I accept, I deserve and I wish to live this Goal.
•
I need and I believe possible to live this Goal.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

6.

I am responsible for what this Goal makes me feel.
I know the way to live this Goal.
My own circumstances and my time help me to live this Goal.
I live this Goal free of all guilty feelings learnt or created by me.
I live this Goal free of emotional alterations.
I live this Goal free of outer influences.
My heritage and my education help me to live this Goal.
I live this Goal “Here and Now”.
The experiences I have had will help me to live this Goal.
The image and the perception of myself with this Goal are balanced.
To fail when living this Goal also benefits me.

We should perform Cross Circles.

7. We should prepare for the Stress Test.
8. We should read each statement and we perform the Stress

Test (in each one of them).
9. We should say the Goal and perform the Stress Test
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Suggested Goals
Here we include a list of Goals that could help us to find “areas” with stress in our life.
We think these goals are valid for everybody; although, as we all do not believe in the same things,
we may consider some of them not useful for our life. If it is so, do not use them.
The way to use these goals is quite simple: we should choose those we think are more useful for
ourselves . We should say the statement that we have chosen and we should perform the Stress Test.
♦ If we perceive stress in the response, it will show that we should perform a balancing using that
statement as a Goal to balance.
♦ If we do not notice any stress in the response, repeat the process with the following statement.

List of Goals to balance.

I love myself.
I accept myself.
I trust on myself.
I feel sure of myself.
I am in peace with myself.
I am happy.
I love life.
I trust life.
I am healthy.
When facing life I am myself.
I deserve to be happy.
I solve my problems.
I accept what happens to me.
I understand what happens to me.
I love what happens to me.
I feel the joy of life.
I love my father.
I have integrated in a balanced way what I received from my father.
I love my mother.
I have integrated in a balanced way what I received from my mother.
I accept those who surround me.
I understand those who surround me.
I love those who surround me.
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I love women.
I love men.
I transform the beliefs that put a limit to my life.
I live my feelings in a natural way.
I think and communicate in a natural way.
I perceive my feelings in a natural way.
I am free of guilty feelings transmitted by other people.
I am free of guilty feelings created by myself.
I am free of any sense of remorse.
I am free of any worries.
I have the time I need.
I am humble.
I am patient.
I am peaceful.
I am honest.
I am free of any resentment.
I am free of envy.
I am free of jealous.
I am free of greed.
I am free of arrogance.
I am free of pride.
I am free of hurt pride.
I am free of any fear.
I am free of uncertainty.
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The System of Beliefs
Adults are cooked clay, children are flexible clay and they are able to be mould.
Aquí, Amerrikua II. Domingo Días Porta.
Any image or sound is completely pure when they come to our mind. Every signal
that our senses receive is processed immediately in our brain, even when it is the first
time we receive it and it lacks of any significance. (…) the brain evaluate emotionally
the perception as soon as it gets it before the person be conscious of the information.
El cerebro decide nuestros gustos
Tu Salud. October 1995.

The system of Beliefs is the group of all the beliefs that we have, and this group of beliefs, opinions,
etc., influence in a very decisive way our understanding of life and the way in which we live it. For
instance, if we have some affinity with the political ideals of the government of our country, we will
tend to see as “good” decisions those taken by the government. However, if our political ideas are
very different from those of our government, we will certainly have a more critic attitude towards
the decisions taken by the party ruling the country.
The education received within the family and school helps to
reinforce the beliefs that each culture or society transmit,
although, each individual interprets that education in a different
way.
Besides, there are many differences between the beliefs that each person has: since some other facts
play an important role, like the personality of each individual, the experiences that each of
individual has during his/her life time and the way in which s/he perceives those experiences.
The older a person is the more resistance s/he will offer when attempting a change of his/her belief.
Each culture keeps its own patrons of belief, although, these patrons of beliefs ca be shared by other
cultures or societies.
For example, in China it is normal to eat dog meat, for Muslims to eat pork is forbidden, while for
Indians it is not allowed to eat beef. All these rules or customs are very strange to us, since our
society does not share those beliefs.
The belief that a person has can benefit or damage him/her since the System of Beliefs, in itself, is
not “good” or “bad”. As a matter of fact, the usual thing is that many of those beliefs benefit the
person and many other damage him/her.
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People usually gather according to the affinity of their beliefs, whatever it refers to the political or
religious opinion, profession, playing sport, hobbies, etc.
Within those groups that we form there is an environment that encourages the communication and
exchanging of those beliefs.
So, the members of a group of amateurs
climbers, group themselves into clubs and
associations in which the promotion and
performing of this activity is its main aim. The
members of a political party ABC perform
activities among them, they try to spread their
ideology, and they talk about how to improve it, etc.
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Belief System Peculiarities
The main restriction of the thought are the defences of the ego, they are responsible
for most of the practical mistakes when thinking.
6 Sombreros para Pensar. Edward de Bono.
We all think our opinions to be correct and free of any prejudices.
Arnd Florack y Martin Scarabis. Los Prejuicios (The prejudices).
Mente y Cerebro, nº 8, 2004.

It is important for this course the influence that the Belief System has for each person. As we say
above, one person normally has some belief that may damage him/her and other that benefit
him/her. Those beliefs s/he benefits from should be kept and those that may cause him/her any
damage should be modified so that they stop making troubles for him/her.
However, here we show some very important “distinctive features” of the belief system.
•

The Belief System always seems correct and proper for that person who has it and, for that
reason, it will be very difficult for him/her to recognize that those beliefs have some aspects
that may cause him/her any damage.

•

The belief system “defends” itself.
Therefore, a person will usually try to keep his/her Belief System without any modification.
Everybody thinks his/her own Belief System is the right one and those beliefs are the most
convenient and for that reason they try to keep them intact.
This will be so, even if in an objective way there are evidence that show that that person’s
belief are not the right ones in some aspect, like for instance, the lack of health for keeping
improper habits in his/her life. (Sedentary life, imbalanced diet etc.).
For that reason, although a person may have a belief that objectively damages him/her, that
person will think that this is not the case and will try to keep that belief, possibly justifying it
in some way.
A few years ago, an old man who used to visit our home and
whose doctors had forbidden him to drink any alcohol, told
us that they had forbidden him to drink alcohol but he was
allowed to drink whisky. He told us that at the same time that
he poured himself a whisky.
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This explanation was clearly a justification (for us and for himself) that was not in
accordance with reality. In other words, it was a belief that caused him damage, although he
tried to keep it.
•

The defence of itself that the Belief System usually does is
quite obstinate, and hardly ever pays attention to wisdom.
For that reason it is improbable that people with different
political or religious beliefs Exchange their opinions and
belief with each other in a natural way.
Usually they discuss among them trying to state what they
believe is “truly” the “best” and “correct”.
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The System of Beliefs as a limit
It is easier to disintegrate an atom than a prejudice.
Albert Einstein.
Our brain has been designed as an “identification machine”. It is designed to
establish norms, use them, and to condemn everything that does not “fit” into those
norms.
6 Sombreros para Pensar. Edward de Bono.
Actually, the System of Beliefs creates some kind of limitation (just like a barrier or a wall) that
stops a person from having interest, desire or curiosity for living any of the experiences that are
situated at the other part of that limit.
At the same time, that limit keeps inside itself to some experiences that, for being within its
boundaries they are thought as “normal” by that person and, therefore, s/he will live that experience
in a natural way without altering his/her mood.
In other words, this limit that tells the difference between what it is considered “normal”, “proper”
and “acceptable” for that person. What it is within the boundaries of that limit complies with those
conditions and whatever it is outside the boundaries does not comply with them at all.
That limit is “built” with beliefs and thoughts. When the beliefs of a person change, then the limit
will modify its “route” and will adapt to the new way of thinking of that person, including within its
boundaries those experiences that where outside before.
This limit may seem easy to modify since the barrier created by the mind is made of thoughts. But
the opposite happens, since the System of Beliefs tries very hard to remain the same and does not
accept modification.
The changes on it are not simple, since the person opposes some resistance to any change, even
when this resistance can damage himself/herself. Many times s/he resists changing when there are
enough evidence that his/her beliefs do not adjust with reality.
A gentleman who attended the Neo-Kine I course and was quite
sceptical about this technique. One day he told us about one
experience he had had.
He worked as a cashier for a company and there were other 15
workmates who performed the same task as he did.
His job required a lot of attention, because they had to handle big amounts of money and, if
they committed a mistake and they were short of money when closing their shift they have to
pay the shortage themselves.
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The moment of more anxiety for everybody was at the end of the shift when they have to
count the money and it was at this time when the possible mistakes became clear.
He performed a Balancing to correct the stress he felt everyday at the end of his shift.
From that moment onwards he noticed that he was not nervous when counting the money at
the end of his shift. However, he could see that his workmates kept feeling anxious at that
moment.
What seems more surprising is the fact that in spite of the results, he did not believe that the
technique really worked. We suppose his System of Belief did not allow him to do so.
Another way to imagine the System of Beliefs is looking at it as if it were
some glasses of a specific colour. According to the colour the image will be
filtered for that person using the glasses.
If the colour of the glasses is green, it will allow us to see very well that
colour, but it will make dark and blur everything that has the red colour on it.
If the glasses were red, the opposite will happen. And as the popular saying
goes: “nothing is true or a lie, everything depends on the glass we look things
through”.
In the same way the System of Beliefs “filters” the information of a person’s reality. In other words,
it makes an emotional classification of everything that the person perceives from the world, although
that person may not be conscious of it.
Everybody will be very permissive with everything that the political party with which s/he has more
affinity does and, on the contrary, s/he will criticise everything that the rival political party does.
We have observed the same thing in other fields of life; the one of health. We have had contact with
some therapies called “alternatives” among them we have acupuncture, kinesiology, floral essences,
feet reflexology and so on.
We have known people who suffered of illnesses that may have an easy cure or at least, they could
clearly improve following certain therapies; but they could not get the benefit of those treatment
because those people do “not believe” in alternative therapies and, therefore, they reject to accept
any other treatment with them.
In this way, their System of Belief stops those people of improving their health, since
they thought they would only recover their health following the “way” that they
considered proper, although this way not always took them to what they wanted.
This is one of the “negative” aspects of the System of Beliefs; since by trying not to
change his/her beliefs the person rejects the possibility to recover his/her health.
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The System of Beliefs and personal maturity
Protects the life...
El Quinto Elemento (The Fifth Element).
Luc Besson y Robert Mark Kamen.
We can imagine the System of Beliefs as a wall that surrounds a
field. The surrounded field is formed by the experiences that a
person usually lives. When we say usually, we mean that s/he
lives those experiences without alterations of any kind, that is,
without stress.
In the outer area of the wall are all those experiences that a
person lives with some degree of stress and alteration. The closer
to the wall they be the less stress will produce. While the further
they be more stress will be produced.
The wall is the System of beliefs; but that wall is formed only by
thoughts that mark somebody’s attitudes towards the world that
surrounds them, those thoughts determine their political, religious preferences, their choice of
friends, hobbies, etc.
For that reason, if those thoughts change the wall that enclose the System of Beliefs will be
modified leaving a bigger or smaller piece of land in it.
What importance has the amount of land that there is inside the wall?
Above we explained that the land enclosed by the wall symbolises the experiences that a person is
able to live without stress. In other words, they are the experiences that s/he has been able to gather
in a natural way and therefore s/he can live free of physical, emotional and mental alterations.
We think that, from the point of view of personal developing, the maturity of a person must be
measured according to the number of experience that s/he is able to live free of any stress. While the
more mature a person is the more experiences s/he will be able to live without stress. For that
reason, a person who wants to mature will try to increase the number of experiences that s/he is able
to live without stress and, therefore s/he will try to eliminate the stress of many situations that make
him/her feel any kind of distress.
We should make clear that when we talk about experiences, we mean experiences that enrich and
help a person to mature, and we do not mean those experiences that put in danger anybody’s
integrity. (Activities that make put anybody’s life at risk, or his/her health, for instance).
While the stress is being eliminated from different situations, the system of beliefs get used to the
new situation and it includes within it (the wall) all those experiences (the land) that now the person
lives without stress. In this way the person’s maturity increases little by little.
When the System of Beliefs is very rigid and accepts few changes, it is like if somebody was
imprisoned and could not move easily, living with little freedom.
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In that case, a person is limited by his/her own beliefs.
A lot of people live in that way. For example those who have taken their own beliefs to the very
extremes, like the religious fanatics or politicians of any orientation.
A sign of maturity in a person can be inferred by his/her flexibility
when confronting a life situation.
The lack of personal maturity is reflected many times in the following
of specific rules and norms of behaviour in a very rigid or strict way.
Let’s take as an example the rules we apply to children and teenagers to
come back home in the afternoon or evenings. It is possible to relate a
bigger flexibility with a bigger maturity and a better understanding.
When the child starts playing outside with his/her friend in the street their parents tell him/her to
come back home before dark and that s/he must play only a specific street, near his/her house.
However, when the child grows up and become adolescent, the area where they can be with his/her
friends expands, and instead of coming back home at dark s/he may come later, but at a specific
time.
Later on, when the adolescent has more autonomy s/he can go to other areas of the city or town,
when telling his/her parents about it and the time s/he will be back home. A few year later s/he will
come back home any time s/he wants without telling his/her parents at what time s/he is coming
back home. This is an example of how the rules of life evolve, and that evolution has a strong
relationship with his/her maturity.
Although the system of beliefs of each person is quite different, we think that the best value that the
system of beliefs may expect it to keep somebody alive; because we think to protect life is above all
kind of beliefs.
As an extreme case of flexibility or lack of it in somebody’s beliefs, there are some occasions in
which some people are capable of accepting death better than modifying their System of Beliefs.
In the tragedy that took place several decades ago in the Andes, in which a group of surviving
passengers of a plane ate the rest of some people that had died in the accident in order to survive,
there was at least one person that refused to do it and died of starvation.
The members of one extended religion in our society do not allow blood transfusions, they think it is
better to die or let their relatives die than giving the authorization for the transfusion and infringe
their religious beliefs.
A case of flexibility in the System of Beliefs confronting some life circumstances that called my
attention long time ago came to me when reading an anecdote of a spiritual Guru. He spread the
practice of the vegetarian diet and avoidance of alcohol drinking. However, when asked (by a
journalist, I think) about what he would do if he was confronted by the dilemmas of having to eat
meat and drink alcohol or lose his life. His answer was that in that situation he will drink alcohol
and eat meat.
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This makes us reflect upon the validity of some rules and when we should respect them and when
could be important for us not to respect them.
By the way, do we know what should be done when we find ourselves in a desert without little
water or not water at all being our life in dangerous? The normal thing to do in order to save water is
to drink what we urinate.
Let’s suppose that we are in this situation, what would we do? What would be more important for us
: to drink our own urine or continue with our beliefs about what to drink or not?
We would like to make something clear in relation to the sort of experiences that a person may start
living without stress. If a person consciously wants to mature and s/he tries to make an effort to
achieve his/her proposal, s/he must bear in mind that such experiences must be different.
Specialization does not lead to maturity.

For example, a person who likes practising sports, physical training etc. will not be more mature
when increasing the time s/he spends training and live without stress many experiences related with
physical effort. To become more mature, s/he should also live without stress many other experiences
of different characteristics, like those concerning his/her love relationship, family, friends,
acquaintances, knowledge, study, taking care of his/her own health, diet, working effort, to help
those who need it, etc.
In general, to specialize in the experiences we live do not lead us to a higher personal level of
maturity. It is the variety of assimilated experiences (that is, that have been lived without stress)
what leads a person to increase his/her personal maturity.
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When does the System of Beliefs change?
Warriors know that when a normal person’s inventory fails, either the person
increases that inventory or the world of his own image will succumb. (…) That
inventory is the mind.
La Rueda del Tiempo (quoting El Conocimiento Silencioso). Carlos Castañeda.
The system of Beliefs changes when those beliefs change and with it the hobbies, the interest and
sometimes relationships (friends, etc.) also change.
We have mentioned above that people tend to gather according to the affinity of their Systems of
beliefs. For that reason, when a person has an important change in his/her System of Beliefs, most
times it will bring about a change in the social group to which s/he belongs. Little by little s/he will
lose all interest for things that use to be attractive for him/her and, at the same time, s/he will begin
to like things that before were indifferent to him/her.
Below there is a question we always ask students who attend the course when explaining the System
of Beliefs:
During the time we have been practising Balancings and Crossed Circles exercises have we ever
done, lived, thought, felt etc., something that we thought before we were not able to do, live, think,
feel, etc.?
If our answer is positive, we have had a change in our System of Beliefs, which will be of more or
less importance depending on he circumstances. If our answer is negative, may be nothing have
changed on us , or may we have experienced a change but we have not been able to acknowledge it
in a conscious way.
The following are some of our students’ experiences:

A teacher who attended this course always felt very shy the
first day he has to teach a group of students who he
considered know the subject quite well.
After finishing the first lesson, and before the second one,
next day, he did a Balancing of this situation. In this second
lesson he could make his explanations in such an easy way
that he was very surprised. Besides, he was able to walk
around the classroom mingling with his students when
explaining the lesson something he was not able to do some
days ago, in “normal” conditions.
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One of the students was not able to jump into the swimming
pool and she associated this with a joke that somebody
played on her years ago. But between the first and third
sessions of this course, could successfully jump into the
water after doing a Balancing about this problem.

The modification of the System of Beliefs should be done little by little. If it is done in a very abrupt
way, the person will live this as a traumatic experience.
When performing Balancings, some small changes in the System of Beliefs are produced. If we do
them regularly, it will favour a change of the System of Beliefs that will help us to mature.
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A reflection
Change and Maturity
I must change constantly, in order to continue being myself.
Teilhard de Cardin.
Let’s suppose that the capacity to live different situation in a natural way (that is, without feeling
any stress) is associated with the degree of maturity of a person. Then, the bigger the number of
different situations that a person can live in a natural way the better will be his/her maturity.
Maturity usually increases as long as somebody lives new experiences in a natural way. During the
adolescence a person is more mature than in his/her childhood, when s/he becomes older s/he will be
more mature than in his/her adolescent years.
Any time we can eliminate stress from a daily situation, a memory, etc., the level of maturity of a
person increases. For that reason when we perform Balancing with Neo-Kine we are supporting the
process of personal maturity. However this is not exclusive of Neo-Kine, any other techniques that
help to produce similar effects (eliminating the stress somebody lives when confronting any
situation), will help to mature to those who practice it.
However, applying Neo-Kine or a similar technique will end all the
situations, memories, conflicts etc. that sometimes are lived with
stress? We think this is not possible and we also think that
everybody should know that.
As soon as stress is being eliminated from somebody’s life, this
person will increase his/her maturity, that is, more and more times
s/he will be able to confront to different situations without feeling
any stress.
For that reason, it may seems that at any moment we will reach a “goal”, like the end of a sport
competition, that will put an end to the experiences, memories, etc., that we can live with stress and
that it may be possible for a person to live completely feeling not stress at all.
But what we have actually observed is quite different, and, when somebody’s maturity increases, the
difficulties of the circumstances that person lives also increases. This may seem something
disappointing, but if we observe the maturity development of any person we will see that the
increase of difficulties is a constant that keeps continually repeating.
For example a child who knows some teenagers wishes to have the same autonomy than them, their
mental brightness, that way of life, etc. and he wishes to come to that time of his life in which s/he
will be an adolescent. However, hardily ever s/he will notice that s/he will have to deal with
problems proper of that age, that usually are much more complex that the ones s/he lives now as a
child.
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The important issue here is that, in the process of personal maturity, we
will constantly confront circumstances that are lived with stress and
they are at the level that a person has at that moment. In this way, the
higher is the person’s maturity the higher will be the “difficulty” of the
circumstances that person have to live.
If this is so, why not leaving aside any intention of personal maturity
and being happy living situations of lesser “difficulty”?
We think this is quite easy to understand, stagnation in our life can be painful (in some way or
another). If we want to live in “harmony” and in a state of “happiness”, we will notice that life asks
us for a change and a constant adaptation.
Harmony and personal happiness are more related to change and renovation, than with passivity and
stagnation.
At any time of life, a person that intends to make and effort to speed up his/her process of maturity,
can also accelerate consciously his maturity development. How we should do it?
To reach such point we must take into consideration an important “rule”. The conditions that are met
when a person is happy are very similar to those that are present when a person is living a process of
personal maturity. They are so much alike that we could say that there is a close relation between
living a process of personal maturity and being happy.
The conditions we suggest to be happy are commented in the next section of this text.
But before continuing reading we can do a test.
How about remembering a very happy period of our life? This period should be, at least, some days
or maybe some weeks or months.
Have we done it? Well, now we should remember what we did in that time that brings us so good
memories…and then we continue reading to see if what it is explained in the following pages has
some relation with our memories.
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The most happy moments
You decided not to trust luck to find the clover, and you preferred to create the
circumstance for the clover to come to you (…) You decided to be the cause of your
Good Luck
La Buena Suerte.
Alex Rovira Celma, Fernando Trías de Bes.
It is possible that we had been with another person in a road journey
towards a destination, and in this trip we were the driver’s
companion. For that reason, we did not pay much attention to the road
and therefore we remember only small parts of it. For example, a very
nice building, a very big tree, a traffic light at a crossroad, etc.
Maybe, it happened to us that later that for any reason we had to
travel on the same road but this time alone and driving ourselves . In
those circumstances, the normal thing is to try to remember our
memories that remained from the first trip. In that way we will be
able to do some tests until we complete the road.
We did a similar process long time ago trying to understand the “steps” we follow to feel happiness.
At different times in the past, we felt happy, although we did not know the causes that produced that
feeling of happiness. Therefore we tried to do a little “research”, based mainly in introspection and
in the review of events and circumstances that were present a little before we experienced those
feelings of happiness.
We discovered that there were some personal circumstances and attitudes that were usually repeated
each time we had those feelings of happiness. Little by little, we made a list with all the
circumstances we usually lived before having those feelings of happiness and we also wrote down
the moments we felt them. The initial list was much shorter than the one we include here. But went
we told others about it we heard their opinions and comments, and we expanded in order to enrich it
in several aspects.
We hope this list to be quite useful for us and that it has some relation with our own experiences.
List of circumstances that are usually present at the moments of greater happiness:
♦ If we do many things; there is much activity.
♦ All the activities that are done are quite different and from all kinds.
♦ We should act with passion in everything we do.
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♦ We must live “Here and Now”. The past and the future exists, but it
more important to live the present.

is

♦ We must act in a very relaxed way.
♦ The difficult circumstances can not be avoided, but we have to
confront them and, usually, solve them. We can not leave things to
be done in the future.
♦ The relationship with others is easy and direct, even for those that usually have some difficulties
with it.
♦ We try to help other people. We look for making others happy.
♦ The easiest things are a source of happiness and satisfaction. It may be to drink water or to eat a
loaf of bread, or it may be the smile of a passer-by or to look at a flower.
♦ In a certain way, we act with the happiness and spontaneity of a child.
♦ The need to eat decreases. With little food we satisfied our hunger. It is like if could “live only
from air”.

If we intend to fulfil most of the conditions that we include in the list of circumstances that we
associate to happiness, we will facilitate to feel that state in our life.
If we want to do it in an easier way, we suggest that first of all, we perform a Balancing with Goal “I
am Happy”; in this way we will correct self-sabotages that keep we away from actually living that
goal.
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Recommended exercises when finishing the Third Part.

Crossed Circles

Balancing

We should perform them as often as we feel
comfortable.

We suggest to do one balancing a week if
we are practising balancing level II or a
the balancing of a goal level II.

We suggest do not perform them more than 5
or 6 times a week in normal conditions.
We recommend, for special circumstances,
that each person should try to find their own
timing for practising and it should be in
accordance with their needs.

In case we are performing the balancing
Level I we suggest to practice once or
twice a week.
We recommend not to exceed the two
balancing recommended above.

We alternate the exercises in a way that we
practice sitting as well as standing.
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Farewell
Now that we have finished reading this text, we would like to say that everything
explained here will always be useful for our lives.
Even after years, if we insist practising the crossed circles and balancing exercises
we will be able to benefit. The effectiveness of these techniques does not have
expiring date, for that reason they will be useful at any time provided that we
practice them.
What has been explained in this course is complete in itself, for that, if what we have learnt is
enough for us we should just try to enjoy it as much as we can, it is already ours .

How has been to us practising Neo-Kine?
If you have had any curious, important or surprising experience after practising Neo-Kine and you
want to share with us, you can write to us and comment it.
If you decide to do so you should send a message where you explain the experience you have had
and the commentaries you think important to include. Please you should also add your name and
authorization for including that text in future publication, however your name will never appear in
the text.
The text should be deal with in a similar way to those experiences included in this text. Our e-mail is
neokine@gmail.com.

Course Neo-Kine II
If you are interested in going deeply into knowing new methods to enhance the
balancing effect of Neo-Kine in our life, you should know that there is a more
advanced course: Neo-Kine II.
Neo-Kine II uses the basic techniques explained in Neo-Kine I: crossed circles,
Stress Test, etc., and add new aspects, called Groups, that make more efficient the
Balancings.
With this, when doing any Balancing, we make stress corrections (in that which is being balanced)
that we have inherited from our ancestors, the stress we transmit to our descendants, the stress
linked to time perception, the stress associated to our eyes movements and several other groups.
However, although the efficiency of the Balancing is increased the processes will be simplify so the
time we need to do a Balancing of the course Neo-Kine II is usually the same or inferior to the time
we need to do a Balancing Level 2 of this course.
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Glossary
CROSSED CIRCLE EXERCISES
These exercises are done by moving the opposite limbs (arms and legs)
simultaneously as well as the eyes. They have the effect of enhancing the
Hemispheric Integration, and therefore they are able to reduce stress.
BALANCING
A Balancing is a process that has several steps and actions, and it allows to eliminate and/or to
reduce the Stress Response to a specific situation.
In this course we will learn to perform 2 types: Balancing (Level 1) and Balancing (Level 2).
STRESS (STRESS RESPONSE)
The Stress Response is a process that is produced when something happens. A definition that may
be applied to Stress is: A non-specific response of our organism when there is some stimulus.
This Stress Response affects the whole body, physical, emotional and the mind. The presence of the
Stress Response indicates that the person does not live in a natural way the situation that s/he is
experiencing.
HEMISPHERIC INTEGRATION
It is the simultaneous activity of the two brain hemispheres in a “coordinated” way. When this
simultaneous activity is present, Stress Response is reduced or disappears.
To perform activities with the opposite legs and arms favours that state. For instance when
swimming, walking, dancing, etc. However, to perform activities with the leg and/or arm from the
same side of the body difficulties to reach that state, for instance, playing tennis, ping-pong, to write
in longhand etc.
UNCONSCIOUS MIND
It is the part of the mind that performs those processes the one that goes unnoticed by people. It also
stores the memories that are not accessible to a person at his/her own will.
Many or these mental processes are “neutral” of beneficial for people; but other may be considered
as bad for the same person in some aspect.
The thoughts considered “improper” at a social level, usually are stored in that “area” of our mind,
for instance, racist, violent, radical ideas, etc. They are not usually recognized by people as their
own.
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STRESS TEST
It allows us to know, through the muscles response, if there is a Stress Response before any situation
or “something” (usually a real or imaginary situation, a memory, a sentence, etc.).
Doing it when performing a Balance allows us to correct the imbalance caused by a Stress Response
towards something we try to Balance. For instance, when facing a situation that a person lives with
rage, fear or anguish.
To practice the Stress Test allows us to find in an indirect way the presence of hidden thought in the
unconscious mind.
SYSTEM OF BELIEFS
It is the group of beliefs, opinions, tastes and interests that a person has about the world that
surround him or her. Define the behaviour rules and values which a person will follow in order to
organize and live his or her life.
It may have many and important differences according to the culture in which the person lives.
Since each culture promotes its own values.
SITUATION
A situation is something that a person is living, has lived and will live.
For example, to talk by phone with somebody else, make food, make a
public speech, drive through a traffic jam, take the children to school, etc.
Each situation may be lived in a natural way or with a Response Stress.
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Appendix 1
Research at school

During the academic year 1998-1999, I did a research at one school trying to show the possible
benefits that students could have when practising the Crossed Circles exercises.
It was done at Bethencourt y Molina School, where primary and
secondary levels were taught. This school is located at Santa Cruz de
Tenerife (Tenerife, Spain).
We tried to do a very reliable study and for that reason we asked for the
collaboration of an expert in statistic.
Here we make a brief summary of those aspects we considered to be
very important for this research.
•

The main goal of this research was to check of the performing of Crossed Circles exercises
could improve the academic performance of students as well as producing a change on their
attitude and behaviour.

•

The research was done to two different academic levels. 6th grade, (Elementary School 11
years old students) and 3rd grade of ESO (Compulsory Secondary Education, 14 years old
students)

•

In each academic level (6th grade of Elementary School and 3rd grade of ESO) there was a
classroom where students formed an experimental group (they performed the exercises) and
another one where students only formed a control group (they did not perform the exercises).

The experimental group of the 6th grade, was considered to be the most conflictive and the one with
the lowest academic performance of all those that formed the 6th grade. The same happened with the
experimental group of the 3rd grade of ESO.
•

We checked the difference achieved by students, in their academic marks and in the
teacher’s evaluation of the student’s attitude in the first and second term assessment. We
were trying to find out if there was a significant difference between the results obtained by
the experimental group and the ones obtained by the control group. This process was carried
out both in the 6th grade (with 4 subjects) and the 3rd grade of ESO (with five subjects).

•

Students were performing the exercises during the second term; that is, since the beginning
of the classes in January after Christmas holidays, until the beginning of Easter holidays.

•

During that time; everyday, students who belonged to the experimental group (in 6 th and 3rd
grade) performed the exercise.
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In total they did it 29 times in the 6 grade of primary, and 30 times in the 3 grade of
ESO. We alternated the performance of exercises of Sitting Crossed Circles with
Standing Crossed Circles.
•

The results were quite different. In the 3rd grade of ESO no significant changes took place to
show that by performing the exercises the academic performance of students became better
or to show students changed to a more positive attitude.

•

However, at least, when referring to academic performance, the research was a complete
success in the 6th grade of primary. We could not check if there was a change on student’s
attitude and behaviour for reasons beyond our research.
This success in the 6 grade, in their academic
performance, was found in two of the 4 subjects
(Mathematics and Language) whose academic results
were statistically analysed (each subject separately
with the t method of Average difference for
Independent Samples). The result showed that there
was a statistically significant change and the
experimental group exceeded the control group in two
subjects.
When a statistic analysis was done in the 6th grade course (with the Multivariate
analysis of the Variance [MANOVA]) that included data from the 4 subjects together
(Mathematics, Spanish Language, Science, and English), the results showed a very
clear statistically significant change (highly over the minims needed); showing also
that the experimental group exceeded the control group.

•

As regards 6th grade students’ attitude, there are not measurable data; but some comments
lead us to think that there was a change of attitude although it was not possible to prove.
For example, we took into account a comment done by a teacher who was doing her
probation period in that school and was in charge of the experimental group of the 6th
grade. She had been warned by the regular teacher that one of the students had a
difficult behaviour.
At the beginning she did not understand why she had been told to be careful with that
child in particular, since his behaviour was quite normal (she started her probation
period in the second term, and in this period students were already performing the
exercises). When the exercises ended (that is, at the beginning of the third term) she
could see that student started behaving a very difficult way.
She made us think that practising the exercise produced a normalizing effect in the
child during the time in which he was practising the exercises at regular basis, and on
the contrary his behaviour was very conflictive both in the 1st and 3rd terms.
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Another example; one extract from the written
comment that a teacher did of the experimental group
of 6th grade when finishing the course: “(…) it was, in
my opinion very helpful since students were much
more relax and their performance increased
considerably.”
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Sources of Information and Acknowledgements
Most of the information gathered in this course was learnt through the Kinesiology schools Touch
For Health and Three in One Concepts.
Some other data present in this book was taken from people who we have talked to, teachers, or
simply by people that we have observed.
We have tried to include all the source of other author’s quotations.
In the personal experiences that we have included we keep secret the identity of the people that told
us about their experience.

We deeply thank all those people for the great help they have offered in order to produce this
manual and to all those people who in a direct or indirect way have helped us to write it.

Many of the pictures found in the text belong to Corel Gallery™ Magic 65,000. Some of them were
modified in order to be included in this manual. The rest are our own drawings or pictures taken by
us .
Except the images that come from Corel Gallery™ Magic 65,000 and the experienced described by
Neo-kine practitioners this text and images are registered.
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Authorization to copy this manual
El autor de este manual autoriza la copia y distribución del mismo (total o parcialmente), siempre
que no haya un beneficio comercial al hacerlo y que se conserven las referencias al correo
electrónico, a la página web, al autor, etc.
The author of this manual gives his authorization to copy and distribute it (partially or totally)
provided that there is not a commercial benefit and that we conserve the references to the e-mail,
website and the author.
The author understands and accepts that charges for photocopies, printing and binding etc. if copies
are made for several people providing there is not any commercial profit.
The author gives his authorization to make as many copies are needed without limitation, provided
that there is not any commercial profit.
He also authorizes the free distribution of PDF files with this manual (without no limits)
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Author’s details
Ramon Ramos F. is graduated in Psychology.
He has also studied Kinesiology at the following schools: Touch For Health and Three in One
Concept.
After having practised Kinesiology during some time, he developed a method aimed to be simple,
quick to learn and oriented to the correction of psychological problems. And he did so starting from
the many concepts and techniques of methods known to him. This method was adapted in order to
be self-applicable. That method is Neo-Kine.

Author of the course: Ramón Ramos F.
(E-Mail): neokine@gmail.com (*)
Web Page: http://www.neo-kine.com
(*) This English version of the text was the work of a translator. The author of
this course only have basic knowledge of the English Language. For that reason
and if it is possible, any written communication you wish to make to the writer of
the text should be done preferibly in Spanish.

Translation
This text was translated by: Jorge Luis Figueroa Hernández
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